You have selected General Partitions HDP finish on your toilet compartments, and with a little effort and maintenance on your part, you can keep the beautiful finish lasting for years.

We suggest a simple hosing down of the partitions when necessary to keep them clean. If necessary, we would recommend washing the partition with a mild detergent and water solution, followed by a thorough rinsing with a wet sponge, or hose, and then drying with a soft towel.

Should you see any scratches in your partitions, simply rub a spoon, screwdriver handle, or any similar instrument over the scratch. Be sure to rub with the scratch and not perpendicular with it. A mild amount of pressure should repair the scratch by blending the plastic.

Finally, to bring the original finish back to your partitions, spray them with silicone.

We thank you for giving General Partitions the opportunity to supply your partition requirements.